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Master admission status Drawing 2021-22
1.Confirmed

2.Documentation
accepted

1. The candidate has
preregistration process.

5.Admitted (on
academic
grounds) with
Bridging Courses

6.Admitted
pending
accreditation
of qualification

3.Excluded on
technical grounds

9.Excluded
(on academic
grounds)

7.Admitted pending
accreditation of
qualification with

8.Waiting
list

BC

Regenerated
@Positive response
to reserve a place

Denied @Negative
response to reserve a
place

4. and 5. The Coordinator / Academic Committee has
decided to admit the candidate on academic grounds but
may require the candidate to complete certain bridging
courses.

acadèmic grounds but given the number of applicants and how these
have been prioritzed, you still do not have a place because more
people have pre-registered than there are places available.

9. The Coordinator has decided that the candidate does not
meet the academic requirements for admission.

According to the status of the documentation

Generated

Exempt
@Confirmation of
payment of deposit

3. The candidate has not presented the minimum
documentation required for admission within the specified
deadline or has not presented the correct documentation
before or after admission

8. The Coordinator / Academic Committee has admiited you on

Non Generated

Not paid
@Admitted without
place reserved

the

6 and 7. The Coordinator / Academic Committee has
submitted a favourable report on the candidate; however,
the candidate still needs to present the certificate for the
qualification that enables them to access the course or a
receipt confirming that they have paid the fees for the
issuance of the certificate (SGAC reports).

They have paid the deposit to reserve their place

Paid @Confirmation
of payment of
deposit

completed

2. The Secretary's Office has confirmed that the minimum
documentation required for admission has been presented.
Inform the Coordinator

Evaluation of the Academic Coordination

4.Admitted
(on
academic
grounds)

successfully

10.Access
to
registration
process

11.Access to
registration
process with
Bridging
Courses

12.Admitted
pending
presentation
of original

13.Admitted with
BC and pending
presentation of
original

14.Admitted
pending
requirements
documentation

No documentary requirements but registration is

15.Conditional
access to
registration
process

16.Conditional
access to
registration process
with BC required

10.The candidate has presented all the required
documentation in the correct manner. The candidate may
now register.
11. The same as before except that the admitted candidate
must registered for bridging courses.
12 and 13. The candidate only needs to present the
originals, which will be done at the Campus Secretariat /
Secretary’s Office of the Faculty / School. The candidate
may apply to conditionally register for the course.
14. The minimum documentation required for admission has
been presented but it does not comply with all the
requirements. The candidate may apply to conditionally
register for the course.
15. The candidate signs a Declaration of Commitment in
order to be permitted register. All documentation must be
presented by 30 April 2022 at the latest.
16. The same as before except that the student must
registered for bridging courses.

